Third Grade Weekly Facts for Feb. 20- March 2

Reading – “Judy Moody Saves the World”, pg. 14-37

We will begin this story next week. We have been working on a few short stories using personification.

Story vocabulary:
1. shade – area where direct sunlight is blocked
2. dripping – coming down in drops
3. carton – a paper or cardboard box
4. hardly – not very much
5. rubbish – trash
6. recycle – to treat or process in order to use again
7. global – worldwide
8. complicated – hard to understand or deal with; difficult
9. pollution – being dirty
10. project – a special undertaking

Your child should be able to correctly use these words in a sentence.

Math – Measurement

~ milliliters and grams
~ reviewing time

Our math test should be February 26 if we have a normal schedule!!!

~ Practice multiplication rings EVERY night!!!!

www.multiplication.com is an excellent resource

Spelling/Grammar

~ Spelling pattern: vowel sounds in spoon and wood ~ plural nouns
~ test: Feb. 21

~ Spelling pattern: compound words
~ test: March 2

Science/Social Studies

~ weather: storms and types of clouds ~ wrap up Jamestown
~ begin Lewis & Clark

Important Info.

~ Feb. 16 - HOOPS FOR HEART - Your child must have a permission slip turned in to participate!
~ Feb. 19 - NO SCHOOL
~ Family Game Night - Feb. 22 from 5:00-7:00.
~ Our annual blood drive will be on Thursday, March 22. More details will be coming soon.
~ Fridays will once again be our SNOW DAYS at school if there is snow outside to play in. Please have your child wear tennis shoes to school and bring snow boots to school. The boots are causing a lot of black marks throughout the school.

~ On Wednesday, Feb. 14 we will have a SNACK with our Valentine Day card exchange. The students' names are at the bottom of this newsletter.